Relative contribution of the pressure variations under the feet and body weight distribution over both legs in the control of upright stance.
The resultant centre of pressure (CP(Res)) trajectories are aimed at controlling body movements in upright stance. When standing on two legs, these trajectories are generated by exerting reaction forces under each foot and by loading-unloading mechanisms intervening at the hip level. To assess the respective contribution of each of these factors in stance maintenance, a group of healthy individuals were tested in several conditions including standing quietly and voluntarily producing under each foot larger CP displacements in phase and in opposite phase along medio-lateral (ML) and antero-posterior (AP) axes. The results, based on the computation of coefficients of correlation between CP(Res) trajectories and various time series including the relative body weight applied to one leg and plantar CP trajectories, highlight some differences according to the axes along which the displacements take place and the amplitudes of the movements. Furthermore, the comparison of the CP(Res) trajectories resulting from each one of these two factors reveals the predominant role played by the loading-unloading mechanisms intervening at the hip level for the movements along the ML axis and those of the plantar CP displacements along the AP axis. Increasing the plantar CP displacements in phase or in opposite phase substantially modifies these contributions although without inferring a shift to the benefit of the other mechanism. The specific morphology of the ankle and hip joints implicated in this postural task plainly explains this postural control organisation. In particular, the link between the segmental configuration of the lower limbs and these mechanisms are discussed.